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that is because for new games nintendo drm is way stronger than for older ones. on top of that
licensing of the game has changed and copyrights have increased - they are actually starting to

charge for mods. and for old games the game itself has to be checked for licensing everytime the wii
or ds are powered on - that's a waste of time so after the fact they are not checking but just making

sure that you don't have multiple files that are licensed and charging you for each instance. you
shouldn't mix anything from different backups of the same file. in this case you have the mods that
you want and that don't have issues and you have the official patch. you can archive the originals
and replace them with the backups of the official patch if it's a one-way operation, like replacing a
file on a flash drive after you have copied it to a new one (just make sure you don't overwrite what

you need to) or for a two-way swap, create both sets in separate folders and then easily move them
to the other folder. in case if it's a problem with 'transferring' the patch with a program such as..

ncdu, for an example. just copy the backup archive to your save location. you can find the archive
location in steam where you placed the game. the mod simply overwrites what it's replacing and
doesn't let other folders to have the same files (since that would be a problem). in my opinion it's

quite possible to win without any mods, depending on your units and the way you fight battles. the
mod does introduce some balance changes, although for a game that is still easy to win on, it's
almost irrelevant. also, since no one can be expected to know the mod's effects it's important to

point that it increases recruitment time and power by certain amount.
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i have played rome total war in the past off
the cd. this patch looks awesome however,

i am not a big fan of using cracks for
anything. specialthanks (id: specialthanks)
posted 09 june 2006 20:08 edt (us) 10 / 23
quote: i've always played rome: total war
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off of a cd. but with this patch you don't
need to use a cd at all. i have yet to find

anything that beats this and it's definitely
worth a try. specialthanks (id:

specialthanks) posted 09 june 2006 20:08
edt (us) 11 / 23 whoah, i'm glad someone
else has a problem with this patch. it also
works perfectly on my ps2, which is a step
up from the original patch. neanderthal (id:

neanderthal) posted 09 june 2006 21:14
edt (us) 12 / 23 trying to play without the
cd in. i get this error when i hit the "play

game" button in the installation
window:windows cannot access the cd-rom
device. make sure it is in the appropriate

device list, and then try again. i'll give this
a try, thanks! specialthanks (id:

specialthanks) posted 10 june 2006 06:59
edt (us) 1 / 23 i found that installing a

patch without the cd in solved my problem.
thats weird. the patch was installed, but
still crashed, so i had to reinstall without
the cd in. then i re-installed and patched
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correctly, and it worked.no idea what
happened there. specialthanks (id:

specialthanks) posted 10 june 2006 08:48
edt (us) 2 / 23 quote: i hate to say this, but
the "no-cd" patch does not work for rome:

total war. the reason is a compatibility
problem between the game and the gog

version of the game. i've done my best to
work around the issue, but it seems that no

matter how i patch it, there is a
compatibility problem. and it may have
something to do with the game being

coded for windows xp and the patch for
windows vista. 5ec8ef588b
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